Validation of two 3-D segment models to calculate the net reaction forces and moments at the L(5)/S(1) joint in lifting.
The purpose of this study was to examine the validity and sensitivity of two three-dimensional segment models to estimate the net reaction forces and moments at the L(5)/S(1) joint. The two dynamic three-dimensional multisegment models, applied to lifting activities, were a lower body model and an upper body model. Three healthy male subjects participated in this study. The asymmetrical task consisted of lifting a load of 9.6 kg in a normal speed condition and in a fast condition. Results from the two models in terms of joint reaction forces and joint reaction moments at L(5)/S(1) were compared and were then used to validate them. The correlation between the reaction moments from both models were generally above 0.95 and the root mean square (RMS) differences were generally below 10 Nm but could reach 38 Nm. Similar trends were observed in the sensitivity analysis. A proportion of the error was attributable to errors in the segment accelerations because of an increase in the RMS differences between the models with an increase in lifting speed. The use of the lower body model seemed to present some advantages over the upper body model because of the nature of the task analysed which did not require large accelerations from the lower part of the body.